
C11 – Athens and 3 Day Cruise
6 Days / 5 Nights

Athens, Mykonos, Kusadasi, Samos and Milos 

From July to August
Program Schedule: Wednesdays 

1st day Wednesday: Athens
Arrive in Athens. Our representative will greet and transfer you to your hotel.   
Overnight: Athens
 

2nd day Thursday: Athens
Athens sightseeing - This morning’s tour, will introduce you to the highlights of Athens, 
starting with a panoramic drive through the city centre. Along the way, you will see 
Hadrian’s Arch & the temple of Zeus, continue to Syntagma square where you will see the 
Evzone (Presidential guard) in front of the Greek Parliament and the tomb of the unknown 
soldier, continuing onto the Presidential Residence and then the Panathenian Stadium, 
host to the first modern Olympic Games, in 1896, which was originally built, in 329BC.  
Your visit to the Acropolis and the Parthenon, the grand architectural masterpiece, built 
447BC during the Golden Age of Pericles and dedicated to the Goddess Athina, will leave 
you speechless. Finally, you will visit the new Acropolis Museum, a building of dramatic 
modern architecture, housing unique antiquities from the Acropolis. The rest of the after-
noon is free to enjoy the wonders of Athens (explore Thission, Plaka and Monastiraki), 
filled with ancient surprises, all located within walking distance of the Acropolis.
Overnight: Athens | Meals: Breakfast
                              

3rd day Friday: Mykonos 
Check-out and morning transfer to Pireus port for embarkation. 
First port of call: Mykonos, the “jet setters” island. Stroll through the cobblestoned lanes 
of a very picturesque “Hora” in a day of leisurely exploration or shopping or alternatively 
discover one of the many fantastic beaches. And at night, get a taste of Mykonos’ world-
famous nightlife. Depart late at night. 
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

4th day Saturday: Kusadasi, Samos 
Second and third port of call, Kusadasi Turkey and Samos Greece. Two totally different 
and amazing destinations. Kusadasi is renowned for its beaches and the nearby impres-
sive historical sites of Ephesus and the House of the Virgin Mary. 
In the evening arrive to Samos, a Greek island in the eastern Aegean Sea, off the coast 
of Asia, from which it is separated by the Mycale Strait. In ancient times Samos was a 
particularly rich and powerful city-state. It is home to Pythagoreion and the Heraion of 
Samos, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that includes the Eupalinian aqueduct, a marvel 
of ancient engineering. Samos is the birthplace of the Greek philosopher and math-
ematician Pythagoras, after whom the Pythagorean theorem is named, the philosopher 
Epicurus, and the astronomer Aristarchus of Samos, whom history credits with the first 
recorded heliocentric model of the solar system, the first known individual to propose 
that the Earth revolves around the sun. Samian wine was well known in antiquity, and 
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is still produced on the island. There was a school of sculptors and architects that 
included Rhoecus, the architect of the Temple of Hera (Olympia), and the great sculptor 
and inventor Theodorus, who is said to have invented with Rhoecus the art of bronze. 
The vases of Samos were among the most characteristic products of Ionian pottery in 
the 6th century.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

5th day Sunday: Milos
Fourth port of call, is the island of Milos, famous for the statue of Aphrodite of Milos 
(Venus de Milo, now in the Louvre), and also for statues of the Greek God, Asclepius  
(which is now in the British Museum) as well as the Poseidon and an archaic Apollo, 
which are in Athens. The position of Milos, between mainland Greece and Crete, and its 
possession of obsidian, made it an important centre of early Aegean civilization. Obsid-
ian from Milos was a commodity as early as 13,000 years ago. The island’s volcanic 
origin gives an unusual style to its coastal landscapes with sea caves, crystal clear 
waters, underwater passages and pirate stories that used the island to hide and attack 
the merchant ships. The island hosts more than 70 beaches, each being unique and of-
fering a different landscape from sandy beaches, cave surroundings and lunar landscapes 
(Sarakiniko Beach) among others, that will certainly ensure an unforgettable stay on this 
spectacular Island.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

6th day Monday: Return 
Arrival at Lavrio port in the early morning, disembark and transfer to Athens airport, for 
your onward journey.
Meals: Breakfast

Package Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in Athens at your preferred Hotel
• 3 nights on the cruise ship Louis Cristal to Greek islands and Turkey (Kusadasi) 
• All mentioned transfers 
• Orientation meeting with local tour manager day of arrival
• City tour in Athens, Acropolis and the Museum (closed on Mondays), 
   with official English guide in modern air-conditioned motor coach 
• 11 meals: 5 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners
• Hotel taxes

Exclusions:
- Baggage assistance 
- Port taxes
- Drinks on board the cruise
- Tips 
- Optional excursions
- Everything that is not specifically stated on the itinerary and inclusions

Important notes: 
- The Cruise itinerary is subject to changes by the Cruise company


